A critical knowledge gap in the field of HIV cure research is how best to measure the persistence of replication-competent HIV in the form of intact but latent proviruses. One approach to curing HIV is to eradicate all replication-competent HIV from an individual. It is unlikely that any method, now or in the future, will be able to declare with certainty that all intact proviruses have been eliminated from an individual\'s body. The difficulty in declaring that all intact proviruses have been eradicated is best illustrated by the two Boston patients who underwent allogeneic, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation for uncontrolled malignancy. After successful transplantation and several years of suppressive antiretroviral therapy (ART), HIV DNA or RNA could not be detected in large volumes of blood cells assayed many times from either patient, yet viremia rebound occurred 7--32 weeks after cessation of ART ([@bb0005]). Similarly, it has been difficult to conclude that all HIV has been eliminated even from the Berlin patient who was transplanted with HIV-resistant cells and in whom HIV has not been detected in blood for the past decade off of ART ([@bb0010]). As such, laboratory assays to exclude the persistence of intact proviruses in a person are no more likely to be found than is a therapy that eradicates all HIV from a person.

The more realistic goal of HIV cure research is to reduce HIV reservoirs and enhance immune control of HIV to undetectable levels in the blood after cessation of ART, also termed, HIV remission. Researchers studying interventions aimed at HIV remission struggle to understand how much their interventions are affecting intact proviruses because of the shortcomings of existing methods to measure them. What matters for the goal of HIV cure is how much HIV can replicate. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based methods are used to quantify the amount of HIV DNA and HIV RNA in mononuclear cells from blood and lymphoid tissues. Having detectable HIV DNA, however, does not tell us how much HIV could replicate as most of the DNA is defective ([@bb0015]). Cell-associated HIV RNA has been used as a proxy for "active" reservoirs since RNA is short-lived and its presence implies recent transcription ([@bb0020]). Measuring low level HIV RNA in blood or other body fluids is another marker for ongoing viral production ([@bb0025]). However, all these methods are not direct measures of the ability to infect other cells, replicate and produce infectious progeny. The current "gold standard" of such test is the viral outgrowth assay (VOA), a co-culture assay that stimulates resting CD4 + T cells from HIV-infected patients to produce virus capable of infecting HIV-uninfected cells from another donor. However, this method underestimates the amount of replication competent virus by 60-fold compared to detection of intact proviruses by sequence analysis. This underestimation can be reduced by sequential stimulation and co-culture of patient and donors cells to activate a greater fraction of proviruses ([@bb0030]), but this approach is impractical because the VOA, even with a single round of stimulation, requires a large blood volume, weeks to complete, and costs more than \$1000 per assay for reagents and labor.

In this issue of *EBioMedicine*, Procopio and Chomont et al., proposed the Tal/rev Induced Limiting Dilution Assay or TILDA, a cell-associated HIV RNA PCR that is based on the VOA concept in that it relies on stimulating patient\'s CD4 + T cells, but instead of the cumbersome co-culture methods, an early product of viral transcription, the tat/rev multi-spliced RNA, is measured ([@bb0035]). When HIV RNA enters the cytoplasm, it reverse transcribes into DNA that penetrates the nuclease to integrate into the host genome. When cells with integrated DNA are activated, they transcribe RNA that is multiply spliced for translation of tat and rev proteins that accelerate transcription and permit genomic viral RNA to exit the nucleus, respectively, which is translated into the structural proteins required for assembly and release of virions from the cell ([@bb0020]). Because TILDA uses small blood volume and is relatively easy to perform without the expense and labor intensiveness of VOA, it is an attractive option for assessing HIV persistence.

So how good is TILDA in measuring HIV that is capable of replicating? The frequency of CD4 + T cells with inducible RNA by TILDA is within the realm of expectation. First, early treated individuals harbor fewer such cells than chronically treated individuals. Second, the size of inducible virus by TILDA is smaller than HIV DNA by PCR but larger than replication competent virus by VOA, suggesting that TILDA is measuring the induction of more intact proviruses than the standard VOA assay. However, TILDA does not directly measure virus production, either infectious or non-infectious, but rather, it measures inducible multi-spliced transcripts, which is quite proximal to virion release. As the authors note, it is possible that cells with inducible multiply-spliced transcripts may not produce infectious virus particles. Indeed, the results of the TILDA assay and the VOA performed on the same samples show a weak, non-significant correlation. Whether this is due to limitations of the TILDA or VOA is unclear and will require further study. Lymphoid tissues are also major HIV reservoir sites ([@bb0040]), and it is possible that TILDA, because of its small sample requirement, could be used to measure inducible proviruses in tissue samples. This possibility would be a significant advance given that a sensitive VOA cannot be performed with the limited number of cells available from tissue samples.

TILDA could be a research tool for in vitro screening of drugs such as latency reversing agents for further animal and human trials, and measuring the effects of these drugs in vivo. As testing for HIV remission will require ART interruption ([@bb0045]), TILDA could be used to identify trial participants with the highest potential for achieving remission (i.e. have no inducible RNA by TILDA). These potential uses require further validation. Future studies should include TILDA as one of the outcome measures of differing interventions (latency reversing agents, immunotherapeutics, gene- and cell-based therapies) and in different patient populations (virally suppressed acutely and chronically infected, children and adults) to assess the broad utility of TILDA. If TILDA or other novel assays can predict the duration of HIV remission off ART, it will accelerate progress towards a cure of HIV.

ART saves lives, and life-long, uninterrupted ART remain the standard of care. HIV remission and eradication are aspiring goals that one day could allow individuals living with HIV to be free of long-term ART, and ultimately, free of HIV. Many progresses have been made in understanding HIV persistence and designing interventions that could mitigate HIV. Developing and validating tools to accurately measure replication competent HIV is among the highest priorities in the HIV cure research field.
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